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Abstract
Marine reserve placement must account for the importance of places for resource use to minimize negative socioeconomic impacts and improve compliance. It is often assumed that placing marine reserves in locations that minimize lost fishing opportunities will reduce impacts on coastal communities,
but the influence of the fishing data used on this outcome remains poorly understood. In the Madang Lagoon (Papua New Guinea), we compared three
types of proxies for conservation costs to local fishing communities. We developed two types of proxies of opportunity costs commonly used in marine
conservation planning: current fishing activity with fisher surveys (n = 68) and
proximity from shore. We also developed proxies based on areas of importance
for fishing as perceived by surveyed households (n = 52). Although all proxies
led to different configurations of potential marine reserves, the three types of
cost data reflect different aspects of importance for fishing and should be used
as complementary measures.

doi: 10.1111/conl.12352

Introduction
Applications of systematic conservation planning to marine ecosystems are now widespread (e.g., Leslie 2005;
Álvarez-Romero et al. 2013). Increasingly, these approaches recognize that successful conservation and
management of natural resources rely on a good understanding of the social-ecological system of interest (e.g.,
Lundquist & Granek 2005; Klein et al. 2008; Ban et al.
2013; Kittinger et al. 2014; Le Cornu et al. 2014). Socioeconomic assessments at the beginning of a project can
help to engage stakeholders, understand opportunities
for and constraints on implementation, and reduce the
risk that conservation plans will not be accepted by local
communities.

Systematic conservation planning attempts to minimize negative impacts of conservation actions on stakeholders by considering social and economic “costs” in the
design of protected areas (Naidoo et al. 2006; Ban & Klein
2009). In marine social-ecological systems, the most common method to estimate costs has been through opportunity costs to fishers, often estimated with empirical catch
data (Deas et al. 2014), models of catch (e.g., amount of
resource caught, monetary value of catch), effort (e.g.,
number of boats or fishers, distance to ports, population
density), or catch per unit of effort (e.g., Ban & Klein
2009; Weeks et al. 2010; Adams et al. 2011).
More broadly, ecosystems provide a diversity of tangible and intangible services (and disservices) to people (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2003). These
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services benefit different people in different ways (Daw
et al. 2011; Fisher et al. 2014), leading to diverse perceptions of importance (or subjective “value”) of services and
associated places (Lele et al. 2013). This article focuses
on fisheries as a provisioning service. Here, we first define the importance of a fishing place using fishing catch,
effort, and other common proxies of fishing opportunities such as proximity to shore. Then, we quantify and
compare this depiction of fishing importance (hereafter
current “fishing activity”) with the importance of fishing
areas as perceived by households (hereafter “perceived
fishing value”). We assess whether these two depictions
of fishing importance and the different cost layers derived from both data sets provide convergent conservation solutions. Specifically, we aim to answer the following questions:
(1) Is fishing importance based on catch data and proximity from shore (commonly used proxies in conservation planning) congruent with the perceived value
of fishing grounds?
(2) How do marine reserves designed to minimize impacts on fishing activity affect the fishing community based on the perceived fishing value of areas,
and vice versa?
(3) If fishing activity and perceived fishing value are
poorly aligned spatially, how should they be used in
conservation planning?
In answering these questions, our results have implications for marine conservation planning in parts of
the world where local communities perceive fisheries resources, and lost opportunities to fishing, in ways that are
more diverse than just the amount of catch.

Methods
Study area
Madang Lagoon (Figure 1) is the largest and most ecologically diverse lagoon on the north coast of Papua
New Guinea, in the Coral Triangle region (Jebb & Lowry
1995; Jenkins 2002a; Miller & Sweatman 2004). Similar to most developing coral-reef countries (Bell et al.
2009; Burke et al. 2011), coastal communities of the
Madang Lagoon rely on coral-reef resources for their
day-to-day life (Marnane et al. 2002; Kinch et al. 2005;
Jenkins 2011). However, in those regions, unregulated
fishing practices coupled with rapid population growth
make small-scale fisheries unsustainable and threaten
whole social-ecological systems (Cinner & McClanahan
2006). Building approaches that achieve objectives for
ecosystem conservation while maintaining livelihoods is
therefore critical. We focused on Riwo (Ziwo, in local
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Bel language), the largest coastal community in the lagoon, because of its central location (Figure 1), large
population with over 350 households (National Statistical Office of Papua New Guinea 2002), and history of
involvement in conservation and resource management
(Jenkins 2002a, b).

Mapping fishing activity (fisher surveys)
To map fishing activity, we conducted fisher surveys
(Appendix S1). We interviewed one fisher per boat
returning to the main landing sites (Figure 1). All
gears, transport methods, and targeted resources were
included. Demographic information (e.g., age, gender),
catch weight, trip duration, and number of fishers contributing to the catch were recorded. Respondents were
asked to draw the area where their fishing took place
on a high-resolution satellite image (1:15,000). Surveys
lasted 5 minutes on average, and produced one map for
each fishing trip. Information was recorded over 20 days
from 68 fishing trips, covering an estimated 17% of Riwo
fishers (Marnane et al. 2002; National Statistical Office of
Papua New Guinea 2002, 2009).

Mapping perceived fishing value (household
surveys)
To map the value of places to Riwo people for fishing,
we conducted household surveys (Appendix S1). The
heads of households were surveyed through opportunistic sampling in all main villages, hamlets, and islands
making up the Riwo community (Figure 1). Ninety percent of participants fished as a main cash activity. Sample
compositions in terms of genders, gears, and transport
were comparable for the fisher and household surveys
(Appendix S1). The survey included participatory mapping of important fishing places and other questions not
detailed here. First, participants were asked to identify
and draw the fishing grounds where household members usually collected reef fish, octopus, and/or shellfish on a high-resolution satellite image (1:15,000). Participants were then asked to distribute a set of tokens
(shells or stones) among these fishing grounds to show
their relative importance to the household. More tokens
on a fishing ground indicated higher importance. Since
the number of fishing grounds drawn per household was
highly variable (from 1 to 18), smaller sets of tokens
were offered when fewer places were identified (details
in Appendix S2). Surveys lasted 1hour on average, with
one map produced for each household. Over 20 days,
52 households were surveyed, corresponding to an estimated 14% of Riwo households.
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Figure 1 The Madang Lagoon, Papua New Guinea, extending 16 km north to south and 4 km west to east, with a surface of 40 km2 and a maximum
depth of 54 m.
Top left panel: location within Papua New Guinea. The black arrow shows the location of the Madang Lagoon. Bottom left panel: geomorphological
setting. The black rectangle covers the extent of the study area. Right panel: Study area, all within the Riwo village customary tenure. Yazi Tinan and Yazi
Natun are the two largest patch reefs in the area. Surveyed landing sites (fisher survey, on current fishing activity) are shown with red dots, and surveyed
C 2010 DigitalGlobe, Inc.
households (household survey, on perceived importance for fishing) are shown with red crosses. Worldview image 

Planning region and “places” (planning units)
The planning region was defined as the extent of marine
habitats used by the Riwo community. We deliberately
did not use a map of the customary tenure of Riwo as the
planning region because of the disputed and fuzzy nature of boundaries reflected during focus groups held at
the start of the broader project. To delimit this region,
we created a grid of square planning units, 300 m by
300 m or 9 ha (hereafter “places,” Appendix S2) over
a map of coral-reef and lagoon habitats (details below).
The 312 places mapped for fishing activity and perceived
fishing value constituted the final planning region, corresponding roughly to the customary tenure of Riwo.

Habitats as proxies of biodiversity
We created a habitat map of the Madang Lagoon from
a high spatial resolution (2 m) Worldview satellite
image. The map was created following the “user approach” described in Andréfouët (2008). Steps included

a priori manual delineation of habitats, ground truth following the Medium Scale Approach (Clua et al. 2004),
contextual editing, classification, and merging of habitat polygons. The resulting hierarchical habitat typology
for the Madang Lagoon describes 28 geomorphic types
(Appendix S3). For spatial prioritization, we recorded the
type and extent of all habitats contained in each of the
312 places. We used these fine-resolution geomorphologic habitats as the conservation features to protect because they were defined consistently across the lagoon.

Importance of areas for fishing as a proxy
for conservation cost
We assumed that restricting fishing activities in places
deemed more important for fishing will incur a higher
direct cost of protected areas to fishers. We derived
various proxy measures of the fishing importance of
places (details in Appendix S2), combining data on
all gears, transport methods, and targeted resources.
Proxies based on fishing activity in each place were:
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Figure 2 Proxies for the conservation cost of reserving
each place, derived from measures of the importance of
each place for fishing (normalized as percentages of
maximum).
The top row shows uniform importance (UNIFORM),
proximity to landing sites (PROXIMITY), and two proxies
derived from data on current fishing activity: # FISHERS (the
number of fishers visiting each place) and TOTAL CATCH
(the total weight of catch). The bottom row shows the
averaged CPUE (catch per unit effort, derived from data on
current fishing activity) and two cost proxies derived from
perceived value: # HOUSEHOLDS (the number of
households valuing each place) and PERCEIVED FI (the value
of each place for fishing measured with the summed
number of tokens).

number of fishers (# FISHERS); total catch in kilograms
(TOTAL CATCH); and the average catch per unit effort
in kilograms/person/hour (CPUE). Proxies derived from
the perceived fishing importance of each place were:
number of households valuing the place for fishing
(# HOUSEHOLDS); and the total number of tokens
allocated (PERCEIVED FI). We also derived other proxies
used in previous studies for comparison. For each place,
PROXIMITY was the inverse distance to landing sites as
a rough proxy for opportunity costs (e.g., Green et al.
2009; Weeks et al. 2010; Giakoumi et al. 2013; Mazor
et al. 2014). UNIFORM was a reference layer in which
all places were given the same cost. All spatial layers
for the seven proxies were normalized as percentage of
maximum (Figure 2) to allow for comparisons.

2010). Marxan’s species penalty factor was adjusted to
ensure habitat objectives were always met. Default values were used for all other parameters. We ran each scenario 1,000 times, recording the selection frequency of
each place and the best (lowest-cost) solution. For each of
the best solutions, we recorded: the number of places selected, their total extent, the total cost for the proxy being
minimized, and the total costs incurred incidentally for all
other proxies. For comparison with the costs of each scenario, we randomly selected 1,000 times the same number of places identified in the best solution.

Results
Comparison of proxies before reserve design

Spatial prioritization
We used Marxan (Ball et al. 2009), a conservation planning tool, to select cost-effective reserve systems that
achieved conservation objectives while minimizing conservation costs. Marxan feeds a simulated annealing algorithm with spatial data on the features to protect (habitats as a proxy for marine biodiversity), and on the cost
of protecting each area (our five fishing proxies and our
two fishery-independent proxies).
We defined one optimization scenario for each cost
layer to compare the configuration of candidate reserves. All scenarios aimed to meet the same conservation objective: 20% of the total extent of each habitat, following a precautionary interpretation (as in Hamel
et al., 2013) of Aichi target #11 (UNEP/CBD/COP/10/X/2
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Information on the cost of places based on fishing activity
and perceived fishing value can be found in Appendix S4.
Proxies of fishing importance based on fishing activity
and perceived fishing value had distinct spatial patterns.
Areas of fishing activity were smaller and patchier than
areas of perceived fishing value (Appendix S3), reflected
in more strongly right-skewed distributions and higher
proportions of zero cost (Figure 3).
Costs based on proximity to landing sites differed spatially from those based on fishing activity and perceived
fishing value (Figures 2 and 3). The barrier reef, fringing reefs, and the main islands were valued and fished
by more people than other parts of the study area. Noteworthy was the high perceived fishing value of two large
patch reefs, Yazi Tinan and Yazi Natun (Figure 1) that were
not prominent for fishing activity or other proxies.
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Figure 3 Distribution of cost values among places (planning units) for each type of cost. Abbreviations for cost variables are the same as in Figure 2. The
grey parts of bars for catch and value indicate the percentages of places unfished or unvalued and having zero cost.

Figure 4 Selection frequencies, across 1,000 runs, of places
(planning units) for all scenarios. Scenario names are indicated in
capital letters, corresponding to respective cost layers in
Figure 2. Places left white were never selected.

Spatial prioritization
Selection frequencies (Figure 4) for the UNIFORM scenario varied slightly between places, except for one
always-selected place in the southeast because it contained a habitat type rarely found in other places. Smaller
places at the margins of the planning region were selected
less frequently because they contained smaller habitat extents at the same cost. Predictably, selection frequencies
in the PROXIMITY scenario were higher in places more
remote from landing sites.
Patterns of selection frequencies using proxies based
on fishing activity were similar to each other, but
distinct from those based on perceived fishing value
(Figure 4). Priorities based on fishing activity reflected
the preference of fishers for some fringing reefs and
the barrier reef, with places containing these formations

never selected. Costs derived from fishing activity were
small for the widespread “deep lagoon” habitat, leading to selection of associated places with equal frequencies. Overall, selection frequencies of places for scenarios that minimized costs based on fishing activity were
dominantly intermediate or zero. This is because many
different combinations of places with little apparent importance for fishing could achieve conservation objectives
while leaving places of high apparent importance (cost)
unreserved.
Places overlapping Yazi Tinan and Yazi Natun reefs were
not selected frequently in the scenario using measures of
perceived fishing importance because of their high cost
(Figure 4). Conversely, places at the northern and southern margins of Riwo’s waters were selected frequently
due to their low perceived importance.
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Selection frequencies for PERCEIVED FI resembled
those for scenarios based on fishing activity (Figure 4).
Small differences reflected fewer places with zero cost for
PERCEIVED FI, and places with both a high perceived
fishing value and a high contribution to meeting habitat
conservation objectives. The difference between selection
frequencies based on fishing activity and perceived fishing value was more pronounced for # HOUSEHOLDS,
with this aspect of perceived fishing value having very
few low-cost places (Figure 3).
Best solutions for scenarios based on measures of fishing activity achieved conservation objectives with larger
total extents (Appendix S4), but with lower costs compared to perceived fishing value scenarios (Figure 5A).
Scenarios based on TOTAL CATCH gave the largest reduction in total cost compared to random selections
(Figure 5A). As expected, the best solution for UNIFORM
was not better than random. PROXIMITY was moderately
better. Across all scenarios, percentage cost reductions
from random were larger for proxies with more strongly
right-skewed distributions (Figure 4), indicating greater
potential for achievement of objectives at low cost.
The UNIFORM and PROXIMITY scenarios incurred
high incidental costs to current fishing activity and perceived fishing value (Figure 5B), much larger than when
elicited fishing costs were minimized (Figure 5A). Scenarios based on fishing activity had incidental costs for
perceived fishing value substantially larger (from 10.5%
to 21.7% of the maximum possible cost) than what
was found with scenarios that specifically accounted for
perceived fishing value (4.8-7.7%). Scenarios based on
perceived fishing value had incidental costs for fishing
activity much larger (4.5%-14.4%) than when specifically minimizing costs derived from fishing activity
(0.1-0.2%).

Discussion
Our article addresses two important aspects of socioeconomic cost data in conservation planning. We tested
commonly used proxies for opportunity cost (proximity
to landing sites and current fishing activity) against perceived fishing value elicited from local people. Furthermore, for the first time, we compared the implications
of using the actual fishing activity or the perceptions of
fishing value in conservation planning. We found potential conflicts between the different types of proxies, and
demonstrated that their use in marine reserves design
leads to high incidental costs for the proxies that were
not considered directly.

Different proxies imply different purposes
Opportunity costs based on fishing activity, perceived
fishing value, and proximity provide different types of
6 of 9
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information. All three data sets are useful for conservation planning but their relevance depends on what planners hope to achieve.
Proximity data are easily derived without surveys and
assumed to indicate ease of access or preference for fishing close to settlements, although this assumption is
not always reliable (Weeks et al. 2010). The complexity, small-scale, growing access to new equipment, and
variable nature of reef fisheries limits the value of such
coarse proxies (Deas et al. 2014). More sophisticated proximity variables, perhaps based on accessibility of specific
areas within the lagoon, could be derived and tested, but
the transferability of such methods is limited (Deas et al.
2014).
Using data on fishing activity would explicitly attempt
to maintain short-term food or income security. In contrast, minimizing loss of access to places of high perceived
fishing value could keep open fishing places important
to people for emotional or spiritual attachment, aesthetics, safety, or ease of access, and could contribute to improving social acceptance, compliance, and engagement
in planning (West et al. 2006; Mascia et al. 2010). Intuitively, costs based on both fishing activity and perceived
fishing value would likely maximize the acceptability of
additional marine reserves.

Recommendations
Designing reserves with an inadequate cost layer (not reflecting the whole breadth of actual negative impact) has
potentially serious implications both in terms of biodiversity protection and impacts of conservation on people. In
our study area, proximity to landing sites was unrelated
to fine-resolution patterns of resource use and had high
incidental costs both in terms of fishing activity and perceived importance. These findings reinforce the risks of
using such crude proxies in similar coastal contexts.
Our work shows the potential implications of using
fine-resolution data collected under typical constraints
of time and logistics in planning exercises (fisher surveys) for the long-term achievement of socioeconomic
goals. The fisher surveys yielded smaller, patchier fishing
grounds compared to household surveys. This resulted in
discrepancies in reserve selection frequencies which led
to different interpretations of the contribution of each
place to meeting objectives, but also in high incidental
perceived fishing costs when minimizing cost to proxies
of fishing activity.
Combining costs based on fishing activity and perceived fishing value would have the benefit of maintaining food and income while minimizing the broader social impacts of conservation. Analytically, recent software
developments can accommodate multiple costs (Pauly
et al. 2000; Watts et al. 2009) but this remains a
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Figure 5 Costs of scenarios in terms of the measure used in each scenario and incidental costs in relation to other measures. (A) Lowest-cost (best)
reserve systems obtained for each scenario, compared to random selections of the same number of places. Hatched colored bars with arrows indicate
the cost of the best solution across 1,000 runs for each scenario. Colored lines and error bars indicate mean cost from 1,000 random selections and 95%
confidence intervals, respectively. The greater the difference between a best solution and a random selection, the better the scenario is at minimizing
the given cost compared to random. (B) Incidental costs of the lowest-cost (best) solution for each scenario. For each scenario, colored bars indicate the
total cost of the solution for the cost being minimized (hatched, with arrows) and for other costs incurred incidentally. Maximum possible cost, for a given
cost layer, is the sum of costs for all places. The UNIFORM scenario is shown for comparison.

frontier in the field. The main challenges lie in integrating
costs in different units (e.g., subjective value and catchper-unit-effort, in our case), and objectively estimating
the relative importance of each cost layer (Ban & Klein
2009; Gurney et al. 2015). A practical approach would
be to return to affected communities after data collection
and preliminary reserve design, consult with them about
the different types of costs, and produce alternative designs to determine the best strategy.

Possible shortcomings
While survey duration and sample size could be considered limited, our data are not unusual for use in
natural resource management. We expect that data on
perceived fishing value reflect long experience with the
Lagoon, and are unlikely to be sensitive to the timing
of surveys. A more extensive survey on fishing activities (greater number of trips over a longer timeframe)
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might, however, have yielded different results. Perhaps
extensive data would be more aligned with perceived
fishing importance data (Turner et al. 2015), and better reflect the highly dynamic nature of coastal fisheries due to variation in biology (e.g., spawning aggregations at certain times, movement of small pelagic species
into the lagoon), environment (e.g., weather), and social
factors (e.g., personal preferences). Such survey would
be needed to thoroughly investigate the differences between both types of data collection methods. Nonetheless, the initial goal here was to investigate whether data
on fishing activity, perceived fishing value, and proximity produced different pictures of opportunity cost. Some
places (e.g., barrier reef) had high value for both activity and perceived importance, but there were notable differences including high activity in places with little perceived value. We did not investigate the reasons why
fishers perceived places of varying fishing value, but this
information would help in interpretation of similar research in the future.
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